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The Business of Wellness

Bounce Back into Life

for gaining resilience
in the ‘new term’
“Thank you again Kate for making such a profound
difference to how I live my life.”
Jim Brearley, Accelerate UK

“Kate Cook with her energy, enthusiasm and knowledge
inspired our employees in Zurich to lead healthier and
happier lives. A great day and time well invested.”
Roksana Fasovska, Coutts Bank, Zurich

Click here to watch our video

The People Energy Partnership - Helping you to achieve high
energy and resilience, healthier, happier employees, a nd
consistently high performance. www.pepwellbeing.com

“Thank you Kate for a really interesting and excellent
presentation which everyone seemed fully engaged with!”
Gemma Brady, Accenture Digital

View my website to find out more

I have some exciting news to share, I have teamed up with
the very experienced (20 years like me) Jon Bockelmann-Evans,
a leading Emotional Health Expert and we are able to offer
combined wisdom on both the physical and mental and
emotional aspects of well-being. Together we work under
the People Energy Partnership (PEP) but much more on
that in the coming months.
Although we are far from out of the woods, it is time to start to
think of how we might reconstruct our lives after a particularly
threatening and stressful time for many. The first few tips are
from me, and rest of these pearls are from Jon – I hope they
are useful...

3 + 3 top tips
Eat real food (part 1)

(Food that is not processed, is fresh,
and you have to cook or prepare!).
As we get busier and life heats up again,
it is easy to throw all our good intentions
out of the window. Planning is essential to
keep you on track – planning what you are
going to eat keeps you from just grabbing
stuff that neither fuels you or sustains you.
Remember that food is one of the biggest
choices we have over our health and
well-being.

Eat real food (part 2)

Eating real food gives you a better chance
of getting a full spectrum of nutrients –
nutrients like zinc (widely available but
abundant in animal foods), helps you have
a strong immune system and helps you
deal with stress for example.

If feeling over-whelmed,

for your rightful resilience

Write down all your resources - personal,
professional, internal and external. When
we’re overwhelmed or stressed we tend
to forget about all the things we’ve got
going for us that can help us to meet the
demands of the situation. By reminding
ourselves of past successes, support we
have etc we feel better able to face the
challenges in our life.

Bite-size progress

Develop an attitude
of realistic optimism

Blind optimism sets us up for problems
and being pessimistic can set up a cycle
of self-confirming negatives, but realistic
optimism where you entertain the
possibility of negatives but stay firmly
focused on the positives, gives you the
best possibility of success.

Do a cognitive reappraisal

We all experience failure, negativity and
Our resilience can be challenged when
bad things in our lives. Some of which we
we over-reach ourselves or take on a huge can see nothing positive in whatsoever,
task. Break big projects down into smaller, but as we heal, as we move on and with
manageable chunks. Writing a book feels
the benefit of hindsight it’s possible to look
huge, writing a sentence seems manageable. back on those bad times and realise that
So just write a sentence, then another one, whilst you’d never wish to go through that
then another - now you’ve got a paragraph. again, you did actually learn things about
Do that for a few days and you’ve got a
yourself, other people, the way life works,
chapter - before you know it, your book is
etc and all of these can be useful in the
taking shape.
present and the future.
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